
The flowering 
 
 
begins with fern and fungi   slow-growing palms 
with gymnosperms spread  
 
flowerless over the earth    begins 
with the needle   fir spike gingko  a seed 
  
borne naked on cone scales and hatched 
like the eggs of a lizard or bird    the flowering begins 
 
long after the exoskeletons of conifers 
the armor of spruce and yew 
 
cedar and juniper  begins 
beyond eons of bristlecone pine present 
 
before Siddhartha  tall before Jesus or Muhammed   
through millennia   evergreen  wombless 
 
grew nearly eternal without flowers   for still none 
scented or surprised shadows under redwood   liana 
 
or ephedra     yet somehow the flower  
by chance or by design did arrive and then the holy ones 
 
said this is beauty for beholding   a practice 
a better self to contemplate like a navel   said 
 
we must be like this lily    neither toil nor spin     we must be 
a like becoming from within  
  
and so they beheld and became and saw in the flower pure 
being without purpose   
 
even young Buddha in wonder misunderstood 
the flower  cupped with his small fingers like stems 
  
magnolia petals in his palm and said peace  and love  
and in the sun the flower suffered 
 
fools and went on opening  saying nothing 
men could hear     but the whole world 
 
after the flowering began 
shifted  
 



 
while pollen sifted over oceans to land 
and xylem and phloem 
 
fluted their solar and soiled blood  and sporophytes  
from new ovaries of apple  hibiscus  and papaya  
 
in their amniotic fluid like the embryos of mothered 
mammals who now finally would flourish from this food 
 
blew across distances on birdwing  
and water and wind    pivotal   calamitous    
 
blossoming fomented its revolution of fruit  
tea and spices and opium and from these the crucial root 
 
of desire began to grow like a rose   
that is how it begins 
 
the true bloom of human endeavor   wistfulness  war 
trade and invasion all civilization  and because  
 
what flowers dies   the flowering  
is how we began  to end  
 
  
 
 
 


